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Broadsides & Broadsheets
2022
An Important New York Revolutionary Broadside
1. [American Revolution]: [New York]: TO ALL TRUE WHIGS,
AND PARTICULARLY TO SUCH AS ARE INDEPENDENT ELECTORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK...[caption
title]. New York. September 28, 1775. Broadside, approximately 9 x 8
inches. Marginal chips and tears, adhesive residue on blank verso. Light
tanning. Good. In a half morocco box.
An extremely rare revolutionary-era New York broadside, promulgated
by the Friends to Liberty in September 1775, encouraging electors to
reject sitting pro-British Aldermen and Council members in the upcoming election in favor of candidates that supported independence. The
short text reads:
“Gentlemen, The Conduct of several of the Magistrates of this City, having for a considerable Time been so notoriously inimical and unfriendly
to the Liberties of this Country, and diametrically opposite to the Sentiments of a number of their Constituents; who, therefore, without any
private Pique, or party Resentment, but purely to promote and serve the
general Cause, have agreed to choose the undermentioned Gentlemen as
Guardians of their City Liberties for the ensuing Year; they having shown
a hearty Disposition to serve their oppressed and bleeding Country; and
are therefore recommended to all true Friends of American Liberty....”
The broadside goes on to name fourteen men, one candidate for Alderman and Common Council in each of the seven wards of New York City,
and to call for a meeting of the Friends to Liberty at the Liberty Pole to
take place at 8 o’clock the next morning.
A fascinating, highly ephemeral, and rare piece of early Revolutionary
history in New York. ESTC locates only one copy of this broadside, at
the Library of Congress.
ESTC W6713. EVANS 14485.
$19,500.

Rare Broadside Advertisement for a Popular Panorama
2. Bayne, Walter M.: A FEW DAYS LONGER! ODD FELLOWS’
HALL, SEVENTH ST. WASHINGTON. POSITIVELY TO CLOSE
ON SATURDAY, FEB’Y 9th, 1950....BAYNE’S ORIGINAL GIGANTIC
SERIES OF PANORAMAS ENTITLED A VOYAGE TO EUROPE!
[Washington]. 1850. Broadsheet, 21¾ x 7¾ inches. Woodcut illustration
on recto, text in double columns on verso. Old folds. Minimal foxing, a
few small edge chips, tear in lower left corner not touching text. Very
good. Encapsulated between mylar sheets.
A very scarce broadside advertisement for an exhibition of “by far the
largest panorama ever presented to the public,” painted by Walter M.
Bayne. Bayne, a landscape painter originally from Britain who came to
America sometime around 1840, was most well-known for this panorama
of a voyage to Europe “which occupied three years in preparation,” and
which was regularly exhibited to some acclaim in Boston, Philadelphia,
New York, Baltimore, Charleston, St. Louis, and Washington D.C. between the years 1847 and 1856. The present broadside advertises the
final days of its exhibition at the Odd Fellows’ Hall in Washington. The
recto, featuring an engraving of a ship crossing the Atlantic, describes the
panorama’s sections and the logistics of the exhibition. The paintings
comprised “magnificent panoramic views of Boston, Its Harbor, Halifax,
the Atlantic, River Mersey, Liverpool, London from the Thames, and Both
Sides of the River Rhine.” It is asserted that in Boston, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore alone, more than a quarter million viewed the panorama.
The verso contains positive reviews of the exhibition from newspapers
in those three cities. It is noted that there are “pamphlets, descriptive
of the Panorama, for sale at the door.”
Quite rare, OCLC records eleven total broadsides or broadsheets advertising the exhibition split among its various dates and locations, as
well as examples at Brown and the Library of Congress. We locate few
Washington exemplars, and none in this precise state.
Who Was Who in American Art I, p.242.
$1500.

John Wilkes Booth Plays Shakespeare During the Civil War
3. [Booth, John Wilkes]: BOSTON MUSEUM...FAREWELL BENEFIT OF J. WILKES BOOTH WHO WILL HAVE THE HONOR
OF APPEARING ON THIS OCCASION IN TWO SHAKESPERIAN
[sic] CHARACTERS! SHYLOCK AND PETRUCHIO! Boston: F.A.
Searle Printer, [1863]. Broadside, 13¼ x 4¾ inches. Old folds, minor edge
wear, light scattered foxing. Near fine.
A handsome broadside advertising John Wilkes Booth as the lead in two
Shakespeare productions to be performed at the Boston Museum in February, 1863. Booth played Shylock in Merchant of Venice and then Petruchio
in Katharine & Petruchio (a reworking of The Taming of the Shrew), two of
the most memorable roles in the canon of the Bard. In addition to the
two Shakespeare productions, Booth is also advertised as performing as
both conjoined twins Louis and Fabian in a Saturday afternoon production of Corsican Brothers, a play based on a novella by Alexandre Dumas.
John Wilkes Booth must have learned much about revenge from his portrayal of Shylock. The character is one of Shakespeare’s most complex
characters, and his famous soliloquy about revenge echoes loudly, if one
replaces the word “Jew” with the word “Confederate:”
“To bait fish withal: if it will feed nothing else, it will feed my revenge.
He hath disgraced me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my
losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my bargains,
cooled my friends, heated mine enemies; and what’s his reason? I am a
Jew. Hath not a Jew eyes? Hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions,
senses, affections, passions fed with the same food, hurt with the same
weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed
and cooled by the same winter and summer, as a Christian is? If you
prick us, do we not bleed? If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you
poison us, do we not die? And if you wrong us, shall we not revenge? If
we are like you in the rest, we will resemble you in that. If a Jew wrong
a Christian, what is his humility? Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew,
what should his sufferance be by Christian example? Why, revenge. The
villainy you teach me, I will execute, and it shall go hard but I will better
the instruction.”
A fascinating piece of ephemera publicizing Booth’s portrayal of not one
but two famous Shakespeare characters, one of which must have informed
President Lincoln’s assassin about the nature of revenge.
$3500.

Attacking New York Life
for Revoking Life Insurance for Confederate Soldiers
4. Buckner, Simon Bolivar: FROM THE NEW ORLEANS TIMES,
SUNDAY, JUNE 4, 1871. CONFISCATION OF POLICIES BY THE
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY [caption title]. [New
Orleans. 1871]. Broadside, 17½ x 12 inches, printed in four columns. Light
edge wear, scattered faint stains, two small holes in the sheet, touching
a couple letters of text. Very good.
An unrecorded broadside printing a lengthy diatribe by former Confederate General Simon Bolivar Buckner against the New York Life Insurance
Company. While the company had initially promised to honor the policies
of Confederate soldiers, by 1870 they had begun using methods both open
and discreet to avoid payments to policy holders “who had taken up arms
against the Government.” Buckner himself was not a customer, but many
of his friends had fallen prey to the company’s new policy on policies. He
wrote public letters in support of his friend, one General R.M. Gaines, in
the New Orleans Times, in which he denounced the company’s duplicitous
tactics and offered to review their documents himself in an attempt to
expose their shady practices. The company ignored his letters, instead
responding indirectly by paying their local agent (Dr. Joseph S. Copes) to
run an article attacking Buckner personally. This broadside is primarily
a response to that attack, although it also outlines the case in general.
Buckner is incensed by the company’s actions, and more particularly by
their attempts to justify them in the name of “equity”:
“I stated, in my letter to Gen. Gaines, that your conduct in withholding his
money and at the same time rejecting his claims, was a violation of equity.
You could not controvert my position. But you flew into a passion; got
Dr. Copes to call me names in your joint anonymous advertisement, and
said that my notions were not actuarial. I said that your action was not
equitable....strangely confounding the ‘letter of the law’ with ‘equity’....
You seem to think it your highest duty to sit in your marble palace, watch
when the hands of your confiscation dial point to the moment when you
can sweep the hard-earnings of some poor man’s life into your swollen
coffers, and then insult the God of the orphan by boasting such conduct
to be ‘equitable.’ Shame on such cold and calculating hypocrisy. Your
theories would place the great business of life insurance, in dignity and
pretension to respectability, even beneath that of a common gambler or
thimblerigger.”

Buckner continues to list other examples of misconduct and enumerates
the company’s lies before reiterating his request that they submit to an
examination of their records. He concludes by ever so courteously asserting that even though “I find you so ‘wedded to a circuitous way of
doing things,’ [and] it would probably be cruel in me to ask you to do
such violence to your nature as to answer even so simple a question in a
direct and straightforward way...I have the right to ask that your response
shall not be like your last one – anonymous and printed at the expensive
of your policy holders; but as nearly straightforward as your character
and habits will admit.”
Simon Bolivar Buckner was the son of a Kentucky iron smelter, distinguished himself in service in the Mexican-American War (where he
befriended Ulysses S. Grant), and became a General in the Confederate
army after Kentucky’s neutrality fell apart. He is primarily remembered
as the first Confederate general to surrender an army in the war, giving
in to Grant’s demands for unconditional surrender at Fort Donelson,
although despite the harsh terms imposed by Grant their reunion at the
surrender was apparently a warm one. Buckner would go on to become
a pall bearer at Grant’s funeral in 1885 as well as the thirtieth Governor
of Kentucky in 1887.
Not in OCLC. A rare, interesting, and colorfully-worded broadside
written by a significant Confederate general in defense of his former
comrades, exposing yet another facet of the hopelessly tangled situation
in Reconstruction-era America.
$875.

“This is the Grape for the Million”
5. Bull, Ephraim W.: THE CONCORD GRAPE. THIS VERY REMARKABLE AMERICAN VARIETY IS THE GREATEST ACQUISITION THAT HAS EVER YET BEEN MADE TO OUR HARDY
NATIVE GRAPES, AND SUPPLIES THE DESDERATUM SO
LONG WANTED, OF A SUPERIOR TABLE GRAPE.... Concord,
Ma. March 1859. Illustrated broadside, 19 x 13½ inches. A few small
chips and tears in the edges, neat tape repairs on the verso. Old stains
and tidelines. Good overall.
A striking and persuasive broadside singing the praises of the Concord
grape, illustrated with a handsome, large woodcut of a bunch of dark,
ripe grapes. This broadside was issued by Ephraim Wales Bull, the New
England farmer who developed the Concord grape around 1849. It
quickly grew in popularity for its ability to withstand the chilly climes of
New England, and for its versatility as a table and juice grape. Here, ten
years after his initial cultivation of the Concord, Bull attempts to reclaim
his share of the market for his grape, by offering direct bulk sales of the
vines. The upper half of the broadside is dominated by the illustration
of a bunch of Concord grapes, and text touting its virtues – including
its ability to withstand the cold climate of the Northeast, the size of its
bunches; the color, taste, and juiciness of its fruit; its imperviousness to
mildew, rot, or drop-off, and its earlier ripening and superior taste to rival
varieties, the Isabella and the Diana. The lower half of the sheet consists
of testimonials from growers and nurserymen as to the fine qualities of
the Concord grape, especially as compared to the Isabella. Finally, costs
of the vines – individually or by the dozen – are given, with orders to be
directed to Ephraim Bull in Concord.
We find no copies of this broadside listed in OCLC. A significant artifact of the marketing of a staple American grape, issued by its developer.
Rare.
$1500.

A Rare Recruiting Broadside from the Beginning of the War
6. [Civil War]: [New York]: $14 CASH! IN ADVANCE! HARRIS’
LIGHT CAVALRY! [caption title]. Plattsburgh, N.Y. [1861]. Printed
broadside, 13¾ x 20 inches. Matted. Mild offsetting of text from being
previously folded, minor restoration in left margin, light folds and toning. Very good.
A rare Civil War recruitment broadside, stating that Captain W.B. Weed
will pay $14 in advance to all Union recruits accepted after October 23 in
the Harris’ Light Cavalry. Signed in type by Captain Weed, who enlisted
with the 2nd New York Cavalry in September 1861, only to be discharged
less than a year later, on June 24, 1862. The broadside includes a large
and well-executed engraving of a cavalry horse.
Named in honor of Senator Ira Harris of Albany, Harris’ Light Cavalry,
the 2nd New York Cavalry, was organized at Scarsdale, New York during
the summer of 1861 and over the course of four years’ service, earned
one of the most illustrious records in the Army of the Potomac. The 2nd
Cavalry lost heavily during Pope’s Campaign in the late summer of 1862
and again before and after Gettysburg, losing almost 50 at Aldie alone,
with equal losses later in the year at Liberty Mills and Buckland Mills.
During the summer of 1864, the regiment took part in Wilson’s raid on
the South Side and Danville Railroads and it fought in the Shenandoah
Campaign when the tide was finally turned against the Confederates. The
2nd New York Cavalry is one of the 300 fighting regiments mentioned
by Colonel Fox, and ranks eighth in the list of mounted regiments which
lost the most men killed and fatally wounded in action during the Civil
War.
$5000.

Unrecorded Civil War Recruiting Broadside
7. [Civil War]: [Pennsylvania]: ONCE MORE FOR THE COUNTRY!!
[caption title]. Pottsville, Pa. August 1861. Broadside, approximately 24
x 18 inches. Minor separations at crossfolds, some edge wear and short
closed tears at edges, somewhat toned. Good. Framed.
A rare Civil War recruitment broadside, calling for troops to join the
Tower Guards in Pennsylvania during the first year of the conflict. The
broadside is illustrated with a large, open-winged eagle holding a banner in his beak which reads: “The Union Forever!” The body of the
broadside reads, in part:
“The undersigned desires to have the Company which has been commanded
by him for three months past, the ‘Tower Guards,’ go again to support
the Government and help crush out the great rebellion. He therefore
offers A bounty of five hundred and five dollars, to one hundred and one
picked men.”
The text explains that the company will be commanded by Henry Pleasants as captain, and will be part of a Regiment commanded by Col.
James Nagle “Or some other satisfactory Colonel, or as an independent
company of Rangers.” The broadside directs any interested men to call
and enroll their names at the Office of Henry Pleasants. Signed in type
by “C. Tower, Captain.” Charlemagne Tower organized a company of
Union soldiers from Pottsville in a three-month enlistment during the
Civil War. Before the war Tower worked in law, specifically moving to
Schuylkill County to get involved in claims to large coal and mineral deposits there. Tower was able to build wealth and prominence for himself
in the area through his work in land dispute cases, most prominently the
Munson-Williams case.
When the Civil War began at Fort Sumter, Tower took notice. Within ten
days of that first conflict on April 12, 1861, Tower had recruited around
270 men from his county to join the Union Army under a three-month
enlistment provision. Tower’s unit, who became known as the “Tower
Guards,” entered the Union Army as Company H of the 6th Pennsylvania
Regiment, part of a brigade commanded by Maj. Gen. Robert Patterson.
Tower, commissioned captain of his unit, provided uniforms and arms for
his men at his own expense. The unit saw action most famously in the
engagement at Falling Waters in July of 1861, a Union victory in name,
but with its own failings that led to the defeat at the First Battle of Bull

Run. It would seem that Tower’s efforts were not exhausted on this first
unit, because the featured broadside is dated just after his unit mustered
out of service, and asks for more men to take up the cause and fight for
the Union. It would seem that Tower himself funded the bounty offered
in the broadside, but this is not certain because much less is known about
this second attempt to recruit men for the Union Army.
After his service in the war, Tower was later named U.S. Provost Marshal
for Pennsylvania’s 10th Congressional District from 1863-64, and continued working at his Pottsville practice until moving to Philadelphia in
1875. A master land negotiator, Tower held property in North Dakota and
Minnesota that would help develop those states and the United States as
a whole. His holdings in North Dakota became Tower City, a promising
town arranged and planned by George Ellisbury in 1879. Tower’s land
in the Vermilion Range in Minnesota proved to be rich with iron ore,
necessitating a mine and a direct railroad line, both of which contributed
to the local, state, and inter-state economies.
Though Tower died on July 25, 1889, his legacy was carried on by the
towns across state lines that were named after him, his son who became the
minister to Austria-Hungary under President William McKinley, and the
unit of “Tower Guards” who fought for the Union Cause in the Civil War.
A visually-striking artifact from the early period of the Civil War, with
no copies recorded in OCLC.
$4250.

Report of Bloody Fighting in Southeastern Missouri
8. [Civil War]: Smart, Edwin: REBEL RAID IN SOUTHEAST MISSOURI. ATTACK UPON PATTERSON. FIGHT BETWEEN 1,500
OF THE ENEMY AND 400 FEDERALS. THE LATTER FALL
BACK TO BIG CREEK. INTERESTING DISPATCH FROM PILOT KNOB. MAJOR McCONNELL REPORTED MORTALLY
WOUNDED AND A PRISONER. THE INCURSION AT AN END
[caption title]. [N.p., but likely St. Louis. 1863]. Broadside, 13¾ x 4¼
inches. Remnants of tape at top edge and ink mark in top margin. Slight
tanning and spotting, old folds. Very good.
A rare Civil War broadside recounting Confederate General John S.
Marmaduke’s second raid into Missouri. It gives detailed news of battles
between Union and Confederate troops in southeast Missouri, an area
that saw bloody battles between Unionists and Bushwhackers throughout
the Civil War.
Marmaduke, aided by other Confederate units led by Joseph O. Shelby,
and Sterling Price and others attempted to lay claim to Missouri in 1861;
they were unsuccessful, but did not acknowledge defeat. Marmaduke
planned his return for spring of 1863, confident that secessionist-minded
Missourians would rally to his banner and he could make a decisive move
on Jefferson City and even St. Louis. He needed the help: at the beginning of the raid Marmaduke had about 5,000 troops, of which 1,200 were
unarmed and 900 were unmounted, and he hoped to resupply at Patterson
and Bloomfield. He divided his forces, and sent 2,000 against Patterson,
the furthest south in a string of fortified outposts in southeastern Missouri.
Marmaduke’s troops had the element of surprise initially, approaching
Patterson and its small garrison of about 400 troops, commanded by Col.
Edwin Smart. Marmaduke’s men captured Smart’s pickets but revealed
themselves soon after, as over-eager artillery troops started firing before
the infantry could get into place. Smart sent out a battalion under Major Wood to hold off the Confederates while he prepared his troops and
supply trains for retreat.
In the text of this broadside, Smart reports that Wood “held them in check,
and skirmished them into town....Before I left the town I destroyed what
stores I could not bring away. Nothing fell into the hands of the enemy.”
Marmaduke pursued them to Big Creek, about eight miles west of Patterson, and Smart writes: “The engagement was severe in the extreme,
often fighting hand to hand. At Big Creek they got in my front, and
attempted to cut off my retreat, but I forced my way and formed on this
side of the Creek. The enemy did not renew the engagement.” Smart

lost about fifty troops, including Major McConnell. Marmaduke failed
to obtain any military stores at Patterson or during his subsequent raid at
Bloomfield and no sympathetic Missourians joined his cause; the raid was
a failure, and confirmed that while Missouri was no Union stronghold,
neither was it interested in furthering the Confederate cause.
This broadside bears no imprint, and the place of printing is unknown, but
the tone of the text and the fact that the news arrived so quickly indicates
that it might have been printed in St. Louis. No copies of this broadside
are listed in OCLC. Such broadsides bearing news of the Civil War in
the Trans-Mississippi West are rare, and shine an important spotlight on
an often-neglected aspect of Civil War history.
$3000.

W.E.B. Du Bois Speaks in London
9. [Du Bois, W.E.B.]: Bass, Alfred: UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS
[caption title]. [London]: City Liberal Club, June 14, 1911. [1]p., printed
on a folded folio sheet. Old stab holes along center fold. Light staining
and foxing, numbered in blue crayon in upper right corner. Very good.
An unrecorded notice advertising a speech delivered by W.E.B. Du Bois at
the City Liberal Club (later National Liberal Club) in London in advance
of the first Universal Races Congress of 1911. The Congress met the following month at the University of London and featured many prominent
humanists from numerous countries to discuss matters of race, with a goal
“to point out the absurdity of the belief prevalent among peoples of the
world that THEIR customs, THEIR civilization, and THEIR physique
are superior to those of other peoples, and to deprecate the looseness
with which the term ‘race’ is employed.” Du Bois attended the conference and delivered a speech titled “The Negro Race in the United States
of America.”
While he was in London a few weeks prior to the conference, he was
invited to speak at the City Liberal Club, whose members and attendees
included Prime Minister, H.H. Asquith. This was one of several addresses
Du Bois delivered in England in the summer of 1911, and he spoke at
other clubs in London as well, including at the Lyceum Club where his
appearance generated some controversy among its members. Indeed in
the year since he became editor of the NAACP’s periodical, The Crisis, he
had delivered nearly 100 speeches (fifty-three to primarily White audiences, forty-six to mainly Black audiences). This advertisement bills Du
Bois as the former Chair of Economics and History at the University of
Atlanta and the Director in America of the National Association for the
Advancement of the Negro Races. In his role as editor of The Crisis, Du
Bois highlighted the upcoming Congress in the first ever issue of the
NAACP’s periodical, describing it as “one of the most influential of our
time.”
We can find no other copies of this notice for W.E.B. Du Bois’ appearance at London’s City Liberal Club. An unrecorded artifact tied to one
of the earliest concerted international anti-racist efforts.
THE CRISIS, Number One (New York: NAACP, November, 1910),
p.5.
$1000.

Bleeding Kansas
10. [Election of 1856]: [ILLUSTRATED BROADSIDE ADVERTISING A MEETING OF JAMES BUCHANAN SUPPORTERS
IN CONNECTICUT TO HEAR ANTI-FREMONT SPEECHES
CONCERNING BLEEDING KANSAS]. Suffield, Ct. September 27,
1856. Broadside, 17 x 10½ inches, visible area. Matted and framed. Light
dampstaining at top edge, light foxing. Very good.
An attractive broadside advertisement that promotes a meeting of James
Buchanan supporters, the “Keystone Club,” in Suffield, Connecticut on
Sept. 27, 1856. The poster promises a number of speeches against the
candidate of the newly-formed Republican Party, John C. Fremont, that
assert the complicity of his supporters in the violence roiling Kansas.
The key (and virulent) disagreement between the Democratic party, for
whom Buchanan was the nominee, and the Republicans was over the
Kansas-Nebraska Act and the issue of popular sovereignty, which would
allow the residents of new states to vote on the existence of slavery within
their borders. This broadside accuses anti-slavery and pro-Fremont
partisans in Kansas of fomenting violence there for political gain. The
text reads in full:
“Messrs. A.G. Howard, C.W. Philleo, and others, will address the Keystone Club at the Town Hall in Suffield, on Saturday Eve’g, Sept. 27,
1856. We make the charge, that the troubles in Kansas are encouraged
and kept alive by the supporters of Freemont [sic], in the hope of gaining
political capital. And we can prove the charge!”
The text is headed by an American eagle gripping arrows and olive branch,
in the style of the Great Seal. OCLC records only two copies of this
interesting broadside, at the Connecticut Historical Society and Connecticut State Library.
$2500.

Attacking Voting Rights for African Americans
11. [Fifteenth Amendment]: HEDGEHOG’S GRAND COMBINATION OF THE POWERS OF DARKNESS, WILL EXHIBIT AT
JAKE KEY’S ROOST.... [N.p., perhaps Philadelphia.] ca. May 5, 1870].
Letterpress broadside, 10 x 6 inches. Short closed tear at top margin.
Very good plus.
A scarce and decidedly racist broadside advertising a faux rally to oppose
African-American suffrage achieved through the Fifteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution, which had been adopted earlier in 1870.
The Fifteenth Amendment barred states and the federal government
from denying the right of suffrage by reason of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude.
The broadside could also be seen as a parody of a minstrel broadside, given
its content and layout. The songs include “Nigs, I want to be Sheriff,”
“The Evil Spirit is in me,” “Hens and Chickens gone to roost,” “XVth
Amendment Exemplified,” and “Benefits of Civil Rights Bill.” The “performance” is scheduled to end with Professor Hedgehog’s “celebrated feat
of swallowing A LIVE NEGRO!” Another especially egregious assertion
of the text reads, “During the performance of this celebrated troop, the
Roost will be hermetically sealed so as to retain the delightful odor of
the negroes.” The admission notice at bottom claims that the “Front
seats reserved for the Colored Ladies. No white folks admitted without
special permission of Professor Hedgehog.”
OCLC records six copies, at the Library Company of Philadelphia, Yale,
Duke, the University of Virginia, American Antiquarian Society, and the
Clements Library. The University of Virginia’s catalogue note posits that
the broadside could have been printed in Philadelphia “in reaction to the
city’s ‘Grand Celebration in Honor of the Ratification of the Fifteenth
Amendment,’ which was held on May 5th, 1870.” This is the same date
as the event advertised on the present broadside.
OCLC 123490143, 166640701.
$1250.

Unrecorded Fruit Planting Broadside
12. [Fruit Trees]: [Heiks and Company]: INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PLANTING AND CULTIVATING FRUIT TREES [caption title].
Dayton, Oh.: Gazette Print, October 29, 1852. Letterpress broadside,
12¾ x 8¾ inches, with ornamental border. Old folds, minor foxing, two
ink spots in left margin. Very good.
A seemingly-unrecorded broadside detailing instructions on the planting,
cultivating, culturing, pruning, gathering, and preserving of various fruit
trees in Ohio in the middle of the 19th century. The nursery owners explain their reason for issuing the broadside: “Inasmuch as there are many
persons though intelligent in other matters, who are altogether unacquainted
with the cultivation of Fruit Trees, we the undersigned, deem it our duty
to furnish all our patrons with printed instructions on the subject.” The
broadside was produced by Heiks & Company of Dayton, who provide
guidance on proper procedures for care of apple trees, peaches, grapes,
and strawberries, with brief mentions of gooseberries, raspberries, and
currants. Whether this broadside was given out to customers along with
their purchases, or posted at the Heiks & Company nursery is unknown,
but likely the former. A taste of the instructions, regarding apple trees,
reads: “Make your rows thirty-three feet apart, each way, dig holes fifteen
inches deep and two feet square, fill the hole, before setting in the tree,
within ten inches of the surface with rich loam, – set in your tree in an
erect position and to support it drive in a stake and attach the tree to it
with a band of straw or some soft material. The ground around the tree
should be kept loose and free from grass. Cultivate the spaces between
the trees in potatoes, turnips or like crops. Pruning should be done in
the months of June and July, or September. Cutting large limbs injures
the trees.”
Little is known of the issuing company, Heiks & Co., other than they
were a nursery in Dayton (and possibly Troy) for some time into the
20th century. We can locate no other copies of the broadside in trade,
auctions, or on OCLC. This is, perhaps, a unique surviving example.
$1250.

An Early Mexican Provincial Printing
of the Gadsden Purchase Treaty
13. [Gadsden Purchase]: [Treaty of Mesilla]: EL GENERAL DE
BRIGADA FRANCISCO PEREZ, CABALLERO DE LA NACIONAL
Y DISTINGUIDA ORDEN DE GUADALUPE, GOBERNADOR Y
COMANDANTE GENERAL DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE PUEBLA,
A TODOS SUS HABITANTES...[caption title]. Puebla, Mexico. August
16, 1854. Letterpress broadside, 24½ x 17¼ inches, printed in parallel
Spanish and English. Minor chipping with loss of all or part of about a
dozen words along central fold lines, with expert repairs on verso. Minor
chipping in left margin. Withal, a very good copy.
An early Mexican printing of the Treaty of Mesilla (known in Mexico
as Venta de la Mesilla), which authorized the Gadsden Purchase. It is
presented in the form of a large broadside, with text in parallel English
and Spanish.
The Gadsden Treaty involved the purchase of territory from Mexico by the
United States which had been in dispute since the conclusion of hostilities
in 1848. It included a large portion of what became southern Arizona
(most notably Tucson) and a smaller portion of southern New Mexico,
lands south of the Gila River and west of the Rio Grande where the United
States planned for the construction of a southern-route transcontinental
railroad. The United States had pressed for the states of Sonora and Baja
California as well, but Mexico did not accede to that demand; the present treaty includes language addressing the California issue. The United
States gained the land in Arizona and New Mexico, and Mexico received
ten million dollars and an end to covetousness from her neighbor to the
north. It was the last addition of land to the continental United States.
The Gadsden Purchase treaty was signed on December 30, 1853, ratified
by the United States Congress with some changes on April 25, 1854,
and with the approval of Santa Anna went into effect on June 30. The
agreement was ordered to be printed by Santa Anna on July 20, and the
first official printing was done that day by Mexican Secretary of State
Manuel Diez de Bonilla’s office. The present provincial printing of the
treaty in the east-central Mexican state of Puebla was produced about a
month later. It is signed in type by Francisco Perez as governor of Puebla,
and in the body by James Gadsden, Manuel Diez de Bonilla, and other
Mexican officials involved in the treaty negotiations.
We could not locate any copies of this Puebla printing of the Gadsden
Purchase Treaty in OCLC.
$5750.

A Very Rare Broadsheet Attack on Andrew Jackson in 1828
14. [Jackson, Andrew]: [Election of 1828]: THE CASE OF JOHN
WOODS [caption title]. [N.p. 1828]. Broadsheet, 19 x 9 inches, text printed
in two columns on both sides. Old folds, some chips to edges, minor loss
to upper left corner and closed tear to bottom edge (no text affected).
Two small holes (affecting just one word), a few areas of soiling, light
foxing, even tanning. Manuscript annotations to verso. About very good.
A rare broadside recounting Andrew Jackson’s infamous execution of
Private John Woods, published in 1828 by Jackson’s opponents during
the 1828 election. There was considerable mud-slinging between the
Jackson and Adams camps during that campaign, which eventually saw
the defeat of incumbent John Quincy Adams and the election of Andrew
Jackson. This dense broadside recounts the events of March 1814 at Fort
Strother during the Creek Campaign, when Jackson charged John Woods,
an eighteen-year-old militiaman, with disobedience, disrespect, and mutiny. According to the text, the trial itself only occurred because Jackson’s
soldiers would not shoot Woods at the moment of the offense, despite
Jackson’s cries to “Shoot the damned rascal!...blow ten balls through the
damned rascal!” The court martial followed soon after; Woods was found
guilty and sentenced to die. Some testimonies here state that Jackson
offered to spare Woods’ life if he would enlist in the regular army, but
Woods refused; others disagree. He was executed thirty-six hours later.
Then follows the sworn testimony of several witnesses: Thomas Couch,
Robert Ferguson, Samuel Hanna, George A. Brock, Isaac Roberts, James
Harris, William Stewart, Joseph Alexander, Isaac Anderson, Abm. Whitney, and John Williams, all fellow soldiers of Woods who witnessed
or had personal knowledge of the facts in the case. Their accounts of
Woods’ supposed mutiny substantially downplay the severity of Woods’
disobedience, suggesting that it was likely a misunderstanding; they also
emphasize the draconian nature of the punishment, and make several
mentions of Woods’ aging and infirm parents. Williams’ account closes:
“It is not true that Woods, on the ground of Execution, with oaths and
defiance, refused to promise obedience. On the contrary, he wept loud
and bitterly.” All of the testimonies are datelined in Tennessee in the
first few months of 1828. The nature of the printing lends itself to the
possibility of a Tennessee press.

Though not as famous as the “Coffin Handbills” that appeared at the same
time, listing Woods’ execution among many other crimes by Jackson, this
was definitely addressed to the same audiences. John Spencer Bassett, in
his Life of Andrew Jackson, notes that the “execution of mutinous militiamen in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814 was recalled to show [Jackson’s]
ferocious temper; and when a Philadelphia editor published a hand-bill
showing a coffin with the victims standing by its side, the idea was caught
up eagerly and repeated in all parts of the country.”
Not in Wise & Cronin, and we could find no listing for this broadside in
OCLC, or in American Imprints. It has only appeared at auction twice,
and then not since 1925, when Anderson Galleries offered a copy as part
of the sale of the Henry De Puy collection, which was strong in Andrew
Jackson material. The only copy in the trade seems to be one offered by
the Eberstadts in 1939.
$4250.

Jackson’s Nullification Proclamation on Silk
15. Jackson, Andrew: PROCLAMATION, BY ANDREW JACKSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. Washington. December 10,
1832. Broadside, 23½ x 18½ inches, printed on silk in six columns within
an ornamental border. Silk slightly frayed at head and foot; occasional
foxing, almost entirely in margins. Very good. Framed.
This proclamation is President Jackson’s famous response to the nullification ordinance recently passed by the state of South Carolina. It
prints extracts from the Ordinance, followed by Jackson’s angry response
in which he denounces nullification as rebellion and treason, warning
the citizens of South Carolina that he will use every power to enforce
the laws. Sabin, who erroneously gives a date of 1833, notes that “a few
copies were printed on satin, with ornamental border,” such as the present copy. There was also a Hartford printing on silk, in six columns;
a Boston printing on silk, in seven columns; and at least two New York
printings on silk.
SABIN 35352. STREETER SALE 1738 (ref).
$2250.

Attempting to Purify Drinking Water,
Frighteningly Illustrated
16. Jennison, William H.: JENNISON’S PATENT, 1846. DIAPHRAGM
FILTERS, FOR PURIFYING WATER, AND OTHER LIQUIDS,
WHILE UNDER PRESSURE [caption title]. New York. [1846]. Illustrated broadside, 12 x 7½ inches. Mounting remnants on verso along top
edge, small hole in left margin (not affecting text), short repaired closed
tear, minor foxing. Very good.
A rare mid-19th-century American scientific broadside touting the benefits
of a new water purification system. In a world under constant threat from
water-borne pathogens, Jennison’s “Diaphragm Filters” promised “all river
water rendered perfectly pure, and equal to distilled water.” The filter
had apparently just won “a gold medal at the recent fair in 1845.” The
“residuum” filtered out by this diaphragm from Croton Aqueduct water is
described by a scientist as a “dark green, muddy substance” consisting of
“animal and vegetable matter, with oxide of iron.” Two horrifying woodcuts
show the microscopic “living animalcules” found in the water from New
York’s Croton Aqueduct. Jennison claims his “highly ornamental” filters
will work on rivers from the Schuylkill to the Mississippi, and includes
the directions for use at the bottom. A slightly different version of this
broadside was published in the same year, with only one illustration of an
“animalcule;” OCLC reports two copies of that version. Only one copy
of the present version is found in OCLC, at the Library of Congress.
OCLC 39093775.
$950.

Lincoln’s Final Proclamations
17. Lincoln, Abraham: [RARE FIRST PRINTING OF TWO OF
PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN’S FINAL THREE PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATIONS]. Washington, D.C. April 11, 1865.
Broadside, 13 x 8¼ inches. Faint dust-soiling, minor edge wear, with a
few short marginal tears repaired on verso. Very good.
A rare first broadside printing announcing two of President Lincoln’s three
final proclamations, “Closing Certain Ports” and “Port of Key West to
Remain Open,” both issued on April 11, 1865. President Lincoln issued
these proclamations just three days before he was cut down by assassin
John Wilkes Booth. Both proclamations are signed in type by Lincoln
and Secretary of State William H. Seward.
The first proclamation, “Closing Certain Ports,” shut down a large number
of Confederate ports, all listed on the proclamation, and indicates that “all
rights of importation, warehousing, and other privileges, shall, in respect
to the ports aforesaid, cease until they have again been opened by order
of the President; and if, while said ports are closed, any ship or vessel
from beyond the United States, or having on board any articles subject
to duties, shall attempt to enter any such port, the same, together with
its tackle, apparel, furniture, and cargo shall be forfeited to the United
States.” It was President Lincoln’s 126th proclamation.
The second proclamation, “Port of Key West to Remain Open,” was issued to amend the previous proclamation. It states that “the port of Key
West, in the state of Florida, was inadvertently included among those
which are not open to commerce” and declares that “said port of Key
West is and shall remain open to foreign and domestic commerce....” It
was President Lincoln’s 127th proclamation.
These two documents constitute the antepenultimate and penultimate
proclamations issued by President Lincoln; his last, entitled “Claiming
Equality of Rights with All Maritime Nations,” was promulgated the same
day. An important pair of proclamations, among the last acts of the Great
Emancipator before his untimely demise.
$10,000.

The Program for Lincoln’s Official Funeral Procession
in Springfield on May 4, 1865:
The Saddest Day in American History
18. [Lincoln, Abraham]: OBSEQUIES OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN.
ORDER OF [FUN]ERAL PROCESSION [caption title]. [N.p., but almost certainly Springfield, Il. ca. May 3, 1865]. Broadside, 12 x 9 inches.
Printed in three columns, edged with a printed black border. Old folds,
center vertical fold with some separation. Moderate staining. Still, very
good. Framed.
Likely a proof copy of the exceedingly rare broadside announcing the
funeral procession for President Abraham Lincoln in Springfield in early
May 1865. Struck down by assassin John Wilkes Booth on April 15,
1865, Lincoln’s body lay in state in the White House on April 18, and a
ceremonial funeral service took place in Washington, D.C. around noon
on April 19. Two days later, President Lincoln’s casket was loaded on
a funeral train headed for Springfield, Illinois, stopping at Baltimore,
Harrisburg, Philadelphia, New York City, Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Columbus, Indianapolis, Michigan City, and Chicago before arriving in
Lincoln’s adopted hometown early on the morning of May 3. At this time,
Springfield’s population numbered around 15,000, but Lincoln’s funeral
train pulled into a town swollen with over 100,000 visiting mourners.
Immediately upon arrival, Lincoln’s coffin was transferred by hearse to
Representatives’ Hall inside the Illinois Old State Capitol. For the next
twenty-four hours, from about ten o’clock in the morning on May 3 to
the same time the next day, about 75,000 mourners were allowed to pass
by the open coffin of the slain president to pay last respects.
According to the present broadside, President Lincoln’s funeral procession left the Old State Capitol “on Thursday, the 4th Inst., at 10 o’clock
a.m., precisely.” The funeral party of over 10,000 people then turned
right on 7th Street to pass by the Lincoln family home, and then right
up Cook Street to proceed past the Governor’s Mansion before heading
north to Oak Ridge Cemetery.
This broadside printing of the order of the procession for Lincoln’s
Springfield funeral was probably printed the afternoon of May 3 or possibly even the morning of May 4, the day of the funeral. Surrounded by
a heavy black band, the broadside lists all the persons and units involved
in the procession, along with their places, and the rules for the day. The
entire procession was divided into eight divisions, with Gen. Joseph Hooker
acting as Marshal in Chief. The first three divisions of the military escort

represented all the elements of the Army and Navy. After them came the
attending clergy and Lincoln’s attending physicians. Next was the casket
itself, the only wheeled vehicle in the procession, with the pall bearers
to each side, followed by Lincoln’s horse, and then the immediate family. Three more military divisions followed, interspersed with government officials, ambassadors, and state officials, followed by delegations
from Springfield and other Illinois towns. Next were representatives of
various organizations, delegations from colleges, lawyers, doctors, and
the press, Masons, Odd Fellows, and firemen, all interspersed with two
more military divisions. The final segment of the funeral procession was
designated for “Citizens at large” and “Colored Persons.”
The broadside gives directions for locations for the forming up of each
group. Only marshals were allowed to be on horseback; all others walked.
Bands were under the direction of the Committee on Music. Other
particular directions follow, including regulations for the colors of the
various scarves worn by the marshals. The text of the document ends
with directions to keep the streets through which the procession passes
“clear from sidewalk to sidewalk.”
This broadside must have been widely distributed to assist the mourners in Springfield, but like all such ephemeral pieces, few copies have

survived. OCLC locates only six, at Indiana University, the Abraham
Lincoln Memorial Library, the Boston Athenaeum, the Chapin Library
at Williams College, the John Hay Library at Brown University, and the
Library Company of Philadelphia. The latter location also attributes the
place of printing to Springfield. There is also a copy at the Library of
Congress, and a copy formerly owned by noted collector James Copley
and previously sold by this firm.
The present copy is likely an early printer’s proof of the broadside, as it
lacks the first three letters of the word “FUNERAL” in the title. The
Library of Congress copy is also likely a proof, with its variant title omitting
the words “ORDER OF.” Both copies also lack the letter “e” in “Order”
in the first sentence of text. These errors speak to the haste and stress
under which this broadside was surely produced, perhaps the day before,
or the very morning of the day when America’s greatest president, the
Savior of the Union, and Illinois’ favorite son was laid to rest in a city
teeming with seven times its own population in attendance.
A remarkable and moving document, reflecting a moment of national grief
perhaps only approached by the John F. Kennedy funeral, and memorializing the day when America’s first assassinated president was solemnly
committed to the earth.
OCLC 5023077, 79462381.
$13,750.

Massachusetts Calls Its First Constitutional Convention
19. [Massachusetts]: STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS-BAY. IN THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 5, 1777. THAT THE HAPPINESS OF MANKIND DEPENDS VERY MUCH ON THE FORM AND
CONSTITUTION OF GOVERNMENT THEY LIVE UNDER...WE DO
RESOLVE, THAT IT BE, AND HEREBY IS RECOMMENDED TO
THE SEVERAL TOWNS...TO SEND MEMBERS TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY...TO FORM SUCH A CONSTITUTION OF GOVERNMENT, AS THEY SHALL JUDGE BEST CALCULATED TO PROMOTE
THE HAPPINESS OF THIS STATE...[caption title]. [Boston: Printed by
Benjamin Edes, 1777]. Broadside, 14 x 8¾ inches. Old folds. Minute loss at
one intersection, affecting a few characters of text. Very small chips and tears
at edges; one larger chip at lower edge, measuring 1 x 1 inch, not affecting
text. Light soiling and foxing. About very good. In a cloth chemise and half
morocco and cloth folding case, spine gilt.
An important broadside notice calling for localities in Massachusetts to nominate delegates to the state’s first constitutional convention. “In May 1777...
the General Court reassured citizens that they would indeed get their chance
to approve or reject the new state constitution....After both houses of the
General Court...wrote the constitution, the resolve explained, the document
would be ‘printed in all the Boston News Papers, and also in Hand Bills,’ and
distributed throughout the state. Each town would hold a meeting at which
the constitution would be ‘duly considered’ and voted on. The General Court
would collect these town returns and, if it determined that ‘at least two thirds
of those who are free and twenty-one years of age’ approved the constitution,
‘the General Court shall be impowered to establish’ it” – Colonists, Citizens,
Constitutions.
For various reasons, the proposed 1778 constitution was rejected, and that
act of rejection by the people of Massachusetts set an important standard for
a nation of newly independent states: “The people of Massachusetts made an
enormously valuable contribution to American constitutionalism [demonstrating that] the people really did have to consent to the fundamental laws that
governed political life. And if they did not consent, no power on earth could
force them to live under such a government. When the General Court tallied
up the returns...it acceded to the popular will and peacefully discarded the
document on which its members had labored for months” – Colonists, Citizens,
Constitutions.
A scarce and highly significant document in the history of American constitutionalism, with ten copies recorded between OCLC and NAIP. This copy,
which we sold to the collector, Dorothy Goldman, is the only copy we have
handled.
EVANS 15433. CUSHING, MASSACHUSETTS LAWS 997. FORD 2087.
COLONISTS, CITIZENS, CONSTITUTIONS 8 (this copy), pp.30-31, 50.
NAIP w015593.
$7500.

Removing Property Requirements for the Vote in Massachusetts
20. [Massachusetts Constitution]: Brooks, John: COMMONWEALTH
OF MASSACHUSETTS. BY HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN BROOKS,
GOVERNOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
A PROCLAMATION, FOR PROMULGATING THE AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION. [Boston. 1821]. Broadside, 20 x
16 inches. Old folds. Horizontal fold splitting on the right side (touching
a few letters of text). General edge and corner wear, with some chips and
tears. Good plus.
A very scarce broadside proclaiming the results of the 1820-21 Massachusetts
Constitutional Convention. Governor John Brooks was a Revolutionary
war veteran who fought under George Washington, and was also one of
the last Federalist party officials to win public office. He was politically
moderate and quite well-liked as an emblematic figure of the “Era of
Good Feelings,” though he was originally opposed to the Constitutional
Convention of 1820-21. In response to pressures brought on by the
state’s rapidly increasing number of large cities, the Panic of 1819, and
the sudden loss of Maine (which had been part of Massachusetts prior to
earning statehood), leading political figures chose to hold the Convention
over the Governor’s protestations.
This broadside advertises the outcome of that Convention, in which
nine of the fourteen proposed amendments were passed. Among those
amendments are new powers for the General Court in the creation of
cities, reduced requirements for suffrage (any male citizen 21 or older
who had lived in the state at least one year was now allowed to vote),
prohibitions on holding multiple public offices, and a new oath of office. The new oath, which reads “I, A.B. do solemnly swear that I will
bear true faith and allegiance to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and will support the Constitution thereof. So help me God,” is also accompanied by a provision for Quakers. The constitution provides for
Quaker office-holders to substitute “affirm” for “swear” and “under the
pains and penalties of perjury” for “so help me God.” Interestingly, the
convention also proposed two amendments which were not passed which
would have allowed non-Protestant Christians to hold positions in government and public education.
This broadside is quite rare, particularly outside of Massachusetts. OCLC
records it cataloged individually only at the Boston Public Library, Massachusetts Historical Society, Peabody Essex Museum, State Library
of Massachusetts, American Antiquarian Society, and the University of
Pittsburgh Law Library.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 5977. OCLC 191255733.
$850.

A Vote to Revise the Massachusetts Constitution
21. [Massachusetts General Court]: COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. IN SENATE, FEBRUARY 9, 1795...FOR THE
PURPOSE OF COLLECTING THEIR SENTIMENTS, ON THE
NECESSITY OR EXPEDIENCY OF REVISING THE CONSTITUTION...[caption title and portion of first paragraph]. [Boston: Printed by
Adams and Larkin, 1795]. Broadside, 15½ x 9¾ inches. Old folds, some
with light tanning. Light wear and a few small chips to edges, minor
dust-soiling on verso. Ink annotation in a contemporary hand on verso.
Very good. In grey cloth chemise and half red morocco and grey cloth
slipcase, spine gilt.
An important broadside circulated to notify Commonwealth officials of
an upcoming vote to determine whether a new constitutional convention
would be held. The Massachusetts constitution of 1780 made provisions
for its own revision in the year 1795, but it also mandated that such action
be submitted to a popular vote first. This broadside outlines the steps
necessary to gain public approval for a constitutional convention, and
the fines liable to be levied against selectmen, sheriffs, and other officials
who fail to collect and transmit votes in a timely manner. Ultimately, the
vote was unfavorable, and the convention was not called. The broadside
is signed in print by Samuel Phillips, President of the Senate, Edward
H. Robbins, Speaker of the House, Samuel Adams, Governor, and John
Avery, Secretary of the Commonwealth.
Although this broadside is well-represented in institutional and digital
collections, it is uncommon in the trade.
EVANS 29038. ESTC W10469. FORD 2747.
$1500.

Rare Advertisement for a Future Illinois Governor’s Business
22. [Matteson, Joel A., and John B. Preston]: MATTESON & PRESTON, COMMISSION & FORWARDING MERCHANTS, ST. LOUIS,
MO. [caption title]. Joliet, Il.: Signal Office, [ca. 1848]. Printed advertisement, 10 x 7¾ inches, on light blue paper, surrounded by a decorative
border. Old folds, light general wear and soiling. Very good.
An extremely rare advertising broadside for the freighting partnership
of two illustrious Midwesterners, Joel Matteson and John Preston. The
duo announce their business as “Commission and Forwarding Merchants”
operating in St. Louis. The announcement includes two columns with
more than forty “references,” listing other merchants mostly in the Midwest but spanning also across Pennsylvania and New York. They write:
“Referring to our Card above, we take this occasion to solicit Consignments of Merchandize, either for sale here, or forwarding to other parts.
We shall confine ourselves to a Commission and Forwarding Business,
and feel confident in assuring you that our experience in business, and
acquaintance generally in the country, will enable us to give any business
with which you may favor us, the most satisfactory attention.” Not only
were Matteson & Preston prepared to take goods on consignment for sale
in the growing transportation hub of St. Louis, they were also apparently
prepared to ship goods on the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, and by
other means. This business would have been especially well-positioned
the following year, when thousands of Americans moved westward during the California Gold Rush, many of them passing through St. Louis.
John B. Preston was a New York native and a civil engineer who came
to Illinois after finishing his studies to work on the Illinois & Michigan
Canal, during which time he also partnered with Joel A. Matteson of
Joliet. In 1854 Preston became the canal’s youngest superintendent, and
remained in that position for the following decade. Afterward, he became
Secretary of the Chicago & Joliet Railroad and continued his business
ventures with Matteson. The other half of the partnership, Joel Aldrich
Matteson, was a prominent Joliet merchant, spoke at the Canal’s opening
in 1848, and later became tenth Governor of Illinois from 1853-57, during which time he was the first to live in the Illinois Executive Mansion.
OCLC records no copies of this advertisement, and Byrd locates a single
copy, in a collection related to the Illinois & Michigan Canal at the Illinois
Historical Society. Byrd suggests a date of 1848, which is corroborated
by a similar ad for Matteson & Preston printed in J.H. Sloss’ St. Louis
Directory for 1848. A rare piece of ephemera from the business interests
of a prominent Midwestern duo.
BYRD 1357.
$750.

Monroe’s State of the Union,
a Year After the Monroe Doctrine
23. Monroe, James: PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE. NATIONAL
INTELLIGENCER----EXTRA. Washington. December 7, 1824.
Broadside, 23½ x 19 inches. Folded horizontally, with several old vertical folds. Slight wear and a few separations along folds; one chip at
head, not affecting text. A couple patches of light staining. Very good.
The rare first printing of James Monroe’s final State of the Union
address, the year after his famous delivery of the Monroe Doctrine.
In his remarks Monroe calls for the final and permanent removal of
Native Americans to the West, believing conflicts with the southern
Indians to be unavoidable, and therefore their destruction inevitable
without the enforcement of such a policy. “In their present state it is
impossible to incorporate them in such masses, into any form whatever, into our system.” He also restates the importance of the tenets
of the Monroe Doctrine, while attempting to make clear his desire for
“peaceful relations” with the European powers.
Not in American Imprints, and with copies recorded by OCLC only
at the British Library, New-York Historical Society, and New Jersey
Historical Society.
$5000.

Announcing Díaz’s Triumph at Puebla
24. Nava, Roman Fernandez, “editor responsable”: LA SOMBRA
DE ZARAGOZA. ALCANCE AL NUMERO 26. ¡¡¡VIVA LA INDEPENDENCIA MEXICANA!!! ¡¡¡VIVA EL C. BENITO JUAREZ!!!
¡¡¡VIVAN LOS DEFENSORES DE LA PATRIA!!! San Luis Potosi:
[S.M. Velez], April 5, 1867. Broadside, 12½ x 9 inches. Paper a bit
wrinkled. Minor chipping and small closed tears in margins, one repaired
with tape. Very good.
A quite rare and remarkable broadside announcing the news of General
Porfirio Díaz’s victory in the Third Battle of Puebla during the Second
Franco-Mexican War – a great success which ultimately precipitated the
final triumph of Republican forces over the Second Mexican Empire.
Taking advantage of the United States’ preoccupation with the Civil
War, Napoleon III of France seized the opportunity to send forces to
Mexico with the goal of installing a European prince, the Hapsburg
Maximilian I, as Emperor of a new Mexican Empire. One of Mexico’s
most important successes in the war actually preceded Maximilian’s arrival, with the First Battle of Puebla fought on the May 5, 1862. At
Puebla a Republican force of six hundred men led by Ignacio Zaragoza
beat back over six thousand French troops and successfully defended the
city, providing a sorely needed morale boost to the Mexican forces. The
victory at Puebla became an immediate rallying cry for the Republicans,
and is still celebrated as an annual holiday (mostly in the United States)
as Cinco de Mayo. Regardless, a second French force would eventually
take Puebla and then Mexico City shortly after, effectively installing the
French-allied monarchy as intended. The fighting continued fiercely for
years, until the end of the American Civil War finally tipped the scales
in the Republican forces’ favor. In 1866, Napoleon made the decision,
pressured by American Secretary of State William Seward, to pull French
forces out of North America. While the French military presence had
been withdrawn, the Mexican Empire was still in power in the capital.
Their remaining holdouts, now cut off from their international support
network, were besieged by Republican forces and taken in relatively short
order. Emperor Maximilian was captured at Querétaro and executed by
firing squad, and Mexico City surrendered the following day.
This broadside, issued as a supplement to issue twenty-six of the acting
Republican government of Benito Juárez’s official periodical La Sombra
de Zaragoza, marks the first printing of the news of Díaz’s victory at
the Third Battle of Puebla, just days after the event. Díaz’s capture of
Puebla on April 2nd lived up to the “Shadow of Zaragoza” for which

the periodical was named, and freed his forces to join the siege Querétaro
and capture the Emperor. It prints the text of Díaz’s telegrams announcing his victory, and those of the other Republican leadership conferring
“congratulations for the splendid triumph obtained [by Díaz] in Puebla
for Republican arms, which will be rich with consequences for the quick
and total reestablishment of republican institutions. Independence and
Liberty” (our translation). An extremely scarce document propagating
news of the victory which effectively ended the final attempt at a monarchy in Mexico and made Díaz a national hero. We located this broadside
catalogued nowhere individually, and only Yale, Southern Methodist
University, and the University of California at Berkeley record issues of
La Sombra de Zaragoza. Not in Palau.
OCLC 173727559, 15377532 (periodical).
$1750.

Printed on Linen
25. [Parsons & Pool]: PARSONS & POOL’S FAMOUS IDEAL UNCLE TOM’S CABIN COMPANY. New York: Crane Co., [ca. 1890].
Illustrated broadside, printed on linen, 13¾ x 12 inches. A very clean
copy. Near fine.
Rare broadside advertising the Parsons & Pool’s “Famous Ideal UNCLE
TOM’S CABIN Company,” with a woodcut depicting a scene from the
story, with a seated Tom holding a book and speaking to Eva. He is
sitting near a fence with an open gate, with his cabin home in the background. Although Harriet Beecher Stowe never officially sanctioned a
stage interpretation of her novel, theatrical versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
were wildly popular with American audiences during the entire second
half of the 19th century and into the early 1900s. These “Tom Shows”
existed in scores of different iterations, from moralizing melodramas
to blackface burlesques, and were a staple of the traveling show circuit.
Although not mentioned on this broadside, Parsons & Pool’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin performances usually featured the Tennessee Jubilee Singers as
well. The Jubilee Singers began as the Fisk Jubilee Singers, an AfricanAmerican a cappella ensemble composed of students from Fisk University,
a historical Black university in Nashville. The student group disbanded
in 1878 and then reorganized as the Tennessee Jubilee Singers, a jointstock touring group, in 1879, but retained their reputation as a refined
group of performers, preserving and promoting African-American culture
throughout the country.
Parsons & Pool’s productions were certainly among the moralizing melodramas. In one promotional pamphlet, the producers write that their
presentations are “favorable to the development of the great principles
of Christian brotherhood, and bringing to the knowledge and sympathies
of the world, the lowly, the oppressed and forgotten.”
OCLC records only one copy of this broadside, at Brown University;
there is also a copy in a collection of Uncle Tom’s Cabin Playbills (MS Thr
970) at Harvard University.
OCLC 880351154.
$1000.

A Pair of Documents Concerned with the Snyder Rebellion
in Pennsylvania in 1809, an Early “States’ Rights” Challenge
Involving Chief Justice Marshall and President Madison
26. [Pennsylvania]: [Snyder Rebellion]: RESOLUTIONS OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA ASSEMBLY. [Philadelphia]. April 3, 1809. Letterpress broadside, 10 x 8 inches, docketed in manuscript on verso. Minor
wrinkling, old folds, some mathematical computations on verso. Very
good. [with:] [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM JOHN
HEINER TO SAMUEL JOHNSON OF NEWTON, NEW JERSEY,
COMMENTING ON THE SNYDER REBELLION]. Indiana, Pa.
May 8, 1809. [2]pp. on a folded folio sheet. Docketed in manuscript on
verso. Old folds, minor foxing, small chip to lower edge. Very good.
An interesting pair of documents relating to the “Snyder Rebellion” – a
short-lived, controversial, early American “States’ Rights” challenge to a
prolonged legal dispute that pitted federal authority against Pennsylvania
claims from 1778 to 1809. The rebellion – which manifested itself as a
brief period of political resistance – was an attempt by the governor of
Pennsylvania, Simon Snyder, to prevent enforcement of the final judgement by the Supreme Court in the Gideon Olmstead case. “Republicans anxious to demonstrate that the federal government in their hands
would respect the rights of states found the case embarrassing; Federalist
newspapers gleefully pounced upon it as an example of their opponents’
hypocrisy. The issue split Pennsylvania Republicans” – Founders Online.
Beyond the political embarrassment the case caused President Madison,
it was also an example of Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall’s
expanding view of federal power as opposed to state prerogatives.
The situation began in 1778, when Gideon Olmstead, a Connecticut
resident who had been impressed into the British Navy, and three compatriots mutinied and took over a British vessel, the Active, during the
American Revolution. When the Active sailed into American waters, it
was captured by a Pennsylvania-owned ship, the Convention. A dispute
arose over the maritime prize for the captured vessel. Pennsylvania
courts awarded the prize to several interested parties, including the state
of Pennsylvania, while the United States Supreme Court awarded the
entirety of the prize to Olmstead and his fellow mutineers. Pennsylvania did not concur, and the case dragged on for the next thirty years.
In 1803 federal courts awarded the entirety of the prize to Olmstead;
Pennsylvania did not comply. Finally, in February 1809, Chief Justice
John Marshall ordered that payment of the full maritime prize be made
to Olmstead, issuing a legal opinion that state courts and legislatures
do not have the right to annul federal court decisions.

One week later federal marshals showed up to serve papers to the surviving daughters of former Pennsylvania state treasurer David Rittenhouse,
who had become legally responsible for paying Pennsylvania’s share of
the maritime prize to Olmstead after Rittenhouse failed to secure a bond
to indemnify himself should the state judgement be reversed. When they
arrived, the marshals found the daughters’ house surrounded by state
militiamen at the order of Governor Snyder. The marshals were able to
gain entry to the house and arrest one of Rittenhouse’s daughters. At a
writ hearing for Rittenhouse’s daughter, William Tilghman of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court sided with federal authorities and ruled that the
federal government held jurisdiction in the original Olmstead dispute.
During the events of the spring of 1809, Governor Snyder wrote a letter
to President James Madison, calling on the author of the Virginia Resolutions to side with state authority. Snyder expected sympathy, which he
did not receive. Madison sided with the federal government, pointing
out to Snyder that he was duty-bound not only to agree with the decisions of the Supreme Court, but actively enforce them as the executive
power in the country. Seeing no way out, Governor Snyder backed down
and paid the $18,000 owed to Olmstead and his fellow petitioners. The
case stands as an early example of the tensions between state and federal
authority in the United States.
The first document here is entitled Resolutions of the Pennsylvania Assembly and was produced by Snyder in concert with the Pennsylvania state
legislature in the midst of the Snyder Rebellion. It prints a series of
resolutions railing against the “unconstitutional exercise of power in the
United States’ courts.” Snyder and the Pennsylvania Assembly argue that
the Constitution does not satisfactorily address disputes between state
and federal authorities. The document ultimately calls on the “Senators in Congress...to use their influence to procure an amendment to
the constitution of the United States, that an impartial tribunal may be
established, to determine disputes between the general and state governments....” The document is signed in type by the speakers of both houses
of the Pennsylvania Assembly and Governor Snyder. No copies of the
broadside appear in OCLC, and no copies appear in auction records; it
is a unique example, as far as we can tell.
The second document is an autograph letter, signed, written in 1809 by
a Pennsylvania man named John Heiner, writing from Indiana, Pennsylvania. The letter is posted from nearby New Alexandria. Heiner’s
letter regarding the Snyder Rebellion reads, in part: “what do you think
of Snyders army Since they are all taken prisoners = god send they all

will be hung, and Snyder be the hang man and after they are all hung =
then Gen. Laycock is to Hang Snyder = and so in Rotation until every
Snyder write [Snyderite] is hung.” Heiner also addresses the Embargo
Act, as his letter continues “let me know how you New Jersey people or
French lads feel since the Embargo is taken [care] of – we all feel here
as free and Independent people but before we cood [sic] not....” Clearly,
Heiner was no fan of the Embargo Act, and he was not alone. Many
northeastern shipping concerns bitterly opposed President Jefferson’s
policy, which effectively ended all trade with Europe during the current
war between France and England. The Embargo Act had just been superseded by the Non-Intercourse Act, which went into effect on March
1, 1809, and allowed trade to Europe, except for France and England.
Hence, Heiner’s relief.
A fascinating pair of unique documents relating to a little-known states’
rights clash in Pennsylvania in the Federal period of the United States.
“Madison’s First Public Crisis: Olmstead v. the Executrices of the Late
David Rittenhouse,” Founder’s online website.
$2750.

A Narcissistic Dictator Whines About Bad Press
27. [Santa Anna, Antonio Lopez de]: POR LA SECRETARIA DE
ESTADO Y DEL DESPACHO DE GOBERNACION, SE HA DIRIGIDO AL EXMO. SR. GOBERNADOR LA SUPREMA ORDEN
QUE SIGUE...SU A.S. EL GENERAL PRESIDENTE, QUE CONSIDERA COMO UNO DE SUS PRINCIPALES DEBERES VINDICAR LA NACION DE LOS ULTRAJES Y CALUMNIAS CON
QUE EN TODOS TIEMPOS HAN PRETENDIDO MANCILLARLA
SUS ENEMIGOS INTERIORES Y EXTERIORES...[caption title
and beginning of text]. Puebla, Mexico. February 11, 1854. Letterpress
broadside, 12¼ x 8¾ inches. A few marginal chips (one with a small burn
mark), a short worm track in lower margin, not affecting any text. Slight
offsetting from another printed document. Overall very good.
An exceedingly rare broadside decree by Mexican President Antonio Lopez
de Santa Anna during his dictatorial final regime, in which he attacks and
places a prohibition upon authors who wrote a book critical of his conduct
in the Mexican-American War. Here, Santa Anna attacks and places sanctions against a list of over a dozen authors and editors, and the printer,
Manuel Payno, who were all responsible for publishing Apuntes Para la
Historia de la Guerra Entre México y los Estados Unidos, which was issued
in parts in 1848 and is now regarded as a primary first-hand account of
the war from the Mexican point of view. The work was also particularly
critical of Santa Anna’s actions during the war, which is what the aged
dictator rails against here.
The broadside is signed in type by Santa Anna as “A.S.,” for “Alteza Serenisima.” During his last presidency Santa Anna demanded to be referred
to by that title, meaning “Your Highness,” a term generally reserved for
royalty. The actions taken by Santa Annan here are particularly draconian,
and emblematic of the difficult relationship between Mexican officials
and various authors, printers, and journalists during the 19th century.
No copies of the present broadside appear in OCLC, and this is the only
copy we can find in auction records.
$1250.

The Original Siamese Twins on Tour
28. [Siamese Twins – Chang & Eng]: SIAMESE TWINS. FOR []
DAY ONLY. THE UNITED BROTHERS, CHANG-ENG, VERY
RESPECTFULLY ACQUAINT THE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
OF...[caption title]. New York: J.M. Elliott, [ca. 1838]. Broadside, 13¼
x 8½ inches. Woodcut illustration in upper portion, text surrounded by
ornamental border. Moderate edge wear and soiling, few small tape remnants to edges, couple of expert repairs to verso. Very good.
A rare promotional broadside for Chang & Eng, the original “Siamese
Twins” who became a cultural phenomenon in the United States, England,
and Europe in the 1830s. The broadside is undated and has blank spaces
that would have been filled in with the dates and duration of their appearance, the city and the venue, and the hours during which they would
receive the curious. The present copy has none of the blank spaces accomplished in manuscript, and is undated. The woodcut illustration of
the twins, however, shows them at a relatively young age, and in dress and
scenery invoking their native Siam. The illustration shows the brothers
wearing “exotic” clothes and headdress. The fleshy band that connected
them at the torso is plainly evident.
It is significant that the broadside appeals to “ladies and gentlemen,” as
the promoters of the Siamese Twins were eager to assure visitors – especially women – that their sensibilities would not be shocked by viewing
the pair. The illustration of the twins therefore serves a double purpose
– in piquing the interest of potential viewers, and assuring them of the
propriety of the event. It is advertised that “Pamphlets, containing an
historical account of the Twins” would be available for sale at the show, as
well as engraved and lithographic likenesses. Admission was fifty cents,
and there was “no re-admission to the room.” This broadside was likely
printed toward the end of the twins’ 1829-1839 first major set of tours.
As the American Antiquarian Society catalogue notes, the printer, J. M.
Elliott, is listed in New York directories at the address printed on the
broadside (33 Liberty Street, New York) from 1838 to 1845 and issued
lithographs of the twins in 1837 and 1839. This broadside is one of the
last depictions of the twins in exotic costume.
Chang & Eng, who eventually took the surname “Bunker,” were born in
Thailand in 1811, and were brought to the United States by an American
sea captain and a British businessman in 1829. They eventually settled
in North Carolina, in 1839, and led relatively normal lives, marrying two
sisters and having between them twenty-one children.

We previously sold a similar printing of this broadside, the only differences occurring in the ornamental border, a price of 25 cents added to
the lithograph of the twins advertised at the bottom, and a different type
font used in the last line, “No Re-Admission to the Room.” The present
example is likely earlier, as it lacks the price for the lithograph, which
was probably an oversight and added later.
Rare and interesting evidence of the promotion of the original Siamese
Twins in the first phase of their career.
$1650.

A Political Fight of Lincoln’s Law Partner, Illinois 1834
29. Stuart, John Todd: REPLY OF JOHN T. STUART, TO AN
ANONYMOUS HAND BILL, SIGNED “A CITIZEN OF SANGAMON” [caption title]. [Springfield, Il. 1834]. Broadside, 16¼ x 11
inches. Printed in four columns. Old horizontal fold. Slight chipping at
edges, a few dark ink spots. Contemporary manuscript annotation on rear
bleeding through. Moderate tanning and scattered light foxing. Good plus.
A scarce broadside response that was part of a bitter political fight between Archer Gray Herndon and John Todd Stuart, soon to be Abraham
Lincoln’s new law partner in Illinois. Much of the text, which totals
approximately four thousand words, is occupied by Stuart’s defense of
his conduct while serving during the Black Hawk War in 1832. Stuart,
a Kentucky-born lawyer, Illinois politician, and cousin of Mary Todd
Lincoln, became Lincoln’s partner in 1837.
In 1834, Stuart was campaigning for a second term in the Illinois House
on the Whig ticket. An earlier broadside had attacked Stuart for allegedly feigning illness at a crucial time during the Black Hawk War, and
accused him of voting against extending credit on school lands, and other
political shenanigans. He believed Herndon (whose son coincidentally
would also become Lincoln’s partner in law after Stuart), a powerful local
Democrat, to be behind the attack, and personally addressed this printed
rebuttal to him.
A vivid rebuttal of a potentially debilitating smear during the 1834 Illinois
state election campaign. Byrd and OCLC together locate only two copies,
at the Illinois State Historical Society and the Lincoln Presidential Library.
BYRD 200. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 26969.
$3500.

Establishing Galveston as a Mexican Port
30. [Texas]: Victoria, Guadalupe: EL GENERAL DE BRIGADA JOSÉ
MARÍA CALDERÓN, GOBERNADOR DEL ESTADO LIBRE Y
SOBERANO DE LA PUEBLA DE LOS ANGELES.... 1 o. SE HABILITA PROVISIONALMENTE EL PUERTO DE GALVEZTON...
[caption title and portion of text]. Puebla. October 24, 1825. Broadside,
11¼ x 8¾ inches. Minor worming near top edge, just touching one letter of the caption title. Minor staining, bottom edge and corner chipped.
Still, very good.
An apparently-unrecorded provincial printing of a Mexican colonial decree establishing Galveston, provisionally, as an official port. Stephen F.
Austin had lobbied the Mexican government to establish Galveston as a
port city in Coahuila and Texas, given that any goods entering Texas had
to be imported into Mexico first and then carried overland into Texas.
The present law, enacted in 1825, made Galveston an official Mexican
port, though there would not be a customs house built there for another
five years. In the interim, in fact the next year, Austin himself reneged
on his support of Galveston as a port, instead calling for a port to be
established at the mouth of the Brazos River. The Mexican government
ignored Austin’s arguments, and built a customs house at Galveston in 1830.
“This action of the Federal Congress was perhaps brought about by a communication of Stephen F. Austin to the Congress of Coahuila and Texas
dated February 4, 1825...strongly advocating the opening of Galveston as
a port free of duties....It states very briefly in sections one and two that
Galveston is provisionally established as a port and that a custom house
will be located there. Section Three states that the government will as
soon as possible assemble the necessary data for fixing the permanent
location of the port. In 1823, the Federal Congress had relieved from
duties all imports into Texas for the next seven years” – Streeter.
Streeter locates three copies of the Mexico City edition of this decree, at
Yale, the University of Texas, and the Rosenberg Library in Galveston.
Streeter and OCLC add two copies of an October 19 Mexico City printing
at the University of California and in the Bernardo Mendel Collection
at Indiana University. Neither Streeter nor OCLC record any copies of
this Puebla printing.
STREETER TEXAS 705 (ref). LILLY TEXANA 15 (ref). EBERSTADT
TEXAS 334 (ref). LATHROP HARPER 12:24 (ref). OCLC 47206736
(ref).
$3000.

Exposé of Racist Violence in the Midwest
31. [White Caps]: THE WHITE CAP ISSUES OF THE UTICA SATURDAY GLOBE FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, COMMENCING JAN. 5, 1889, WILL CONTAIN THRILLING ACCOUNTS OF
THE RAIDS OF THE WHITE CAPS, A COMPLETE HISTORY OF
THIS MYSTERIOUS COMBINATION, AND STRIKING ENGRAVINGS OF THE SCENES WHICH HAVE MADE THEIR NAME A
TERROR IN THE WEST [caption title]. [Utica: Utica Saturday Globe,
ca. January 5, 1889]. Pictorial broadside printed on blue paper, 4¾ x 8½
inches. Tiny chips at bottom corners, small hole between the “D” and
“A” of “SATURDAY” in title. Still, a very good copy.
A small broadside or handbill advertising the publication of a series of
newspaper articles focused on the White Caps, the successor to the Ku
Klux Klan first formed in Indiana. The articles were written by the editor
of the Utica Saturday Globe, who had recently “spent three weeks among
the White Caps in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky” and promises to “depict
the doings of the ‘Masked Riders in White,’ in vivid terms.” The central
image of a hooded figure with black eyes offers a striking and ominous
visual companion to the ad text. The text promises readers “the most
exciting story of the century.”
The White Caps emerged from the ashes of the first Ku Klux Klan, although
they had no central leadership and were more dispersed and unofficial than
their predecessors. It was more of an organic movement than the Klan,
but nevertheless resulted in the same kind of racial violence. The White
Caps engaged in vigilante justice, lynchings, and domestic terrorism, and
counted the governor of Indiana, James A. Mount, among its members.
The White Caps lasted throughout the 1890s and into the early 20th
century before the reemergence of the Klan in the early 20th century.
OCLC records just one copy of the present handbill, at Duke University.
OCLC 919447138.
$750.

Rare Pennsylvania Town Development Broadside
32. [York-Haven Company]: Cole, William: SCHEME FOR SELLING
BY CERTIFICATE, AND DISTRIBUTING BY ALLOTMENT, THE
FOLLOWING VALUABLE PROPERTY AT YORK-HAVEN, VIZ.
[N.p., but likely either Philadelphia or Baltimore. ca. 1814]. Letterpress
broadside, approximately 17¾ x 11 inches. Dark stain in lower margin,
minor spotting. Very good. Untrimmed.
One of only three located copies of this land lottery broadside pertaining
to York-Haven, Pennsylvania, located on the Susquehanna River, about
fifty miles from Baltimore. The bulk of the broadside is taken up with
a listing of property, including the “Situation and Description” of the
land, its size, and its dollar value potentially available to purchasers of
lottery certificates. Almost all of the lots, 593 out of the 600 available,
are designated for small residential plots measuring from just thirty by
eighty feet to one large plot measuring thirty by 320 feet. The first six
lots pertain to a handful of businesses already built near the canal, including a merchant mill, tavern, sawmill, and lumber yard.
The certificates could be purchased from one of the company’s agents
in York-Haven, York, or Baltimore; the company also lists Philadelphia,
but provides no agent in that city. The broadside is signed in type at
the bottom by William Cole, the President of the York-Haven Company.
This is followed by a short description of the town: “a Post-town in York
County, Pennsylvania, on the West Bank of the river Susquehanna, at
the Conewago Falls,” and a list of distances from York-Haven to other
prominent cities, namely Baltimore, York Borough, Columbia, Harrisburg,
and Carlisle.
The York-Haven Company was incorporated by an act of the Pennsylvania
General Assembly on March 26, 1814. Its investors, including William
Cole, were primarily Baltimore merchants. The company laid out the
town of York-Haven in two sections in 1814 – “upper town” was perched
on the hill and “lower town” was situated by the canal on the Susquehanna
River. Because of the canal, York-Haven became an important trading
center until the advent of the railroads. As of the 2010 census, just 709
people lived in York-Haven.
OCLC records just two copies, at Yale and the American Antiquarian
Society; however, the Yale copy is noted as imperfect in their online
catalogue. We could locate no copies in auction records.
An interesting and informative broadside pertaining to early 19th-century
Pennsylvania real estate and business development, from the time before
“scheme” was a pejorative.
OCLC 233650527.
$1250.

